EMERGENCY PLANNING TRIVIA CONTEST

Welcome to the UVic Emergency Planning Trivia Contest! Answer these trivia questions and be entered to win great prizes!

Prizes

1st Prize – a new iPad (9.7”, Wi-Fi, 32GB)

2nd Prize – a 1-person, three-day emergency preparedness kit plus a $50 gift card to the UVic Bookstore

3rd Prize – a 1-person, three-day emergency preparedness kit

Contest Rules

• The contest is simple – just answer the 10 trivia questions correctly (found on the other side) and your name will be entered in the draw to win prizes!
• Contest is open to any current UVic student.
• Responses must be received no later than noon on October 19th, 2017. The draw will be made that day.
• Contest winners agree to allow a photo of themselves, along with their first name, to be used on Twitter and on the UVic Emergency Planning website.
• You must work alone to answer these questions – no group work.
• Most of the answers can be found on the UVic Emergency Planning website: http://www.uvic.ca/services/emergency/
• You can submit your response via email or hardcopy. Send in your answers via email to epedu@uvic.ca or drop off your hard copy responses at the Campus Security Building (please put Attention: Emergency Planning on your quiz).
• Only one entry per person.
• Make sure your name (first and last) and your current email address are included on your entry!
EMERGENCY PLANNING TRIVIA CONTEST

YOUR FIRST NAME: __________________  YOUR LAST NAME: __________________

YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS: __________________________________________

1) How do you sign up for the UVic Emergency Alerts text messages?

2) What immediate action do you take to protect yourself as soon as you realize that an earthquake is happening?

3) Picture this: You are in class at UVic when a high-pitched alarm sound begins. What do you do?

4) What number do you call if you come across someone who has seriously injured themselves on campus?

_______________________________________________

5) Where on campus can you buy an emergency kit?

_______________________________________________

6) What is the Great British Columbia ShakeOut?

A: An event where people on campus get free milkshakes
B: An opportunity to learn about what to do in case of an earthquake
C: A chance to see if there is any gum stuck under the desk/table you are using at school
D: The largest earthquake drill in Canadian history
E: All of the above

7) What is the Twitter name used by the UVic emergency preparedness tips Twitter account?

_______________________________________________

8) How many fire drills must each building at UVic do each year?

__________________________

9) What three actions can you take to protect yourself from an active threat?

1. __________________________  2. __________________________  3. __________________________

10) During a major emergency what is the best source of information from the University of Victoria?

_______________________________________________